HARRY

WHAT AM I?

A Lion head rabbit but I am not scary like a
real lion.

WHERE WOULD YOU FIND ME LIVING IN THE WILD?
We see lots in the wild, all over the world
even in this country, usually in meadows,
woods and grasslands, somewhere we can
dig holes and make a burrow to keep warm
and safe with all the other rabbits

HOW DO YOU LOOK AFTER ME AS A PET?
I live in a big hutch with a run attached so I
can eat all the grass. I live with my wife bun
Millie. We need at least 1 friend to live with
or we get very lonely. We like tunnels and
toys to play with and lots of cuddles

WHAT DO I LIKE TO EAT?

I get my fresh vegetables and herbs on a
morning with lots of lovely crisp hay which I
eat all day long aswell as grazing on lots of
grass, this is important for me as it keeps
my teeth in good condition, then for my tea I
get some rabbit pellets and lots more hay.
Its important I’m never without hay has it
keeps my tummy working

WHAT DO I LOOK LIKE?

I’ve got lots of fur around my head which
makes me look like a Lion and I have got a
very fluffy body. I’ve got big brown eyes on
the side of my head so I can keep a look out
for anything scary. I’ve got big floppy ears
and strong back legs so I can hop away and
jump out of my run when Michala isn’t
looking …. Sssshhhhh!!!

WHY DO WE LOVE HARRY?

Harry is very fluffy and cuddly, he loves
sitting on his cushion to get lots of strokes
and cuddles.

MY STORY

My name is Harry the Lion head rabbit and I
live with my wife bun Millie and Michala who
looks after us at Lion Learners in Barnsley. I
was given to Michala as my last owner was
too busy to look after me. I thought I was in
charge but it is definitely Millie who is the
boss. I live in a 2-story hutch with a massive

run attached so I can run around on the
grass. I always try and dig holes in the
garden and blame Millie. I enjoy meeting
lots of new people because I get to snuggle
in my special cushion and get lots of
cuddles and attention.

